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The Pacific Building Company has been designing and manufacturing
building systems for 25 Years, establishing new offices and
manufacturing facility in Xiamen China in 2005. Our engineering and
compliance have evolved from the Building Code of Australia.
We are recognised an industry leader with unique and innovative
design and manufacturing capability. We incorporate all the latest
environmentally friendly building materials into our designs.
Our building system is a combination of Hot Rolled and Cold Rolled
steel sections combined with Calcium Silicate Floor and Wall Cladding
systems.
We provide total turnkey solutions from design, manufacture,
construction, and furnishing. We have accumulated experience in design
and development in all divisions of the steel building industry.

CAPABILITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Product Design and manufacture
Building System Design and manufacture
Building Product Manufacturing Process Design
Production Machinery design and manufacture
Export Sales and Marketing
Established export sales and distribution network
We have strategic alliances throughout the Pacific Region
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DESIGN TEAM
We have established a unique team of design staff that are proficient
in the design and production of our building system. Our key staff
members have been highly trained and have experience in all aspects of
design. The team are capable of completing total design, supply, project
management and construction.

ULTRAFRAME STRUCTURAL FRAMES
ULTRAFRAME building system, our own developed and patented
system, provides an economical, strong, and high quality building. The
design uses a unique combination of hot rolled and light gauge cold rolled
profiles; the structural design includes High Tensile G550 light gauge stud
frame and cladding products. The cost savings and strength obtained
by the use of the High Tensile material is one of the key features of the
building system. We have designed specific profiles with automated
manufacturing for each application.
Our company is also unique in that we have a complete range of Hot
Rolled fabrication and cold rolled light gauge Aluzinc high tensile profiles
engineered into a Complete Building System.

MANUFACTURING FACILITY
Our manufacturing plant & equipment has been specifically designed
and manufactured to provide our unique and high quality profiles. We
manufacture our complete range of products providing total quality
control.
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Calsa
Calsa is a fiber cement silicate board produced by Pacific Building
Company well known for its strength, versatility, stability, and durability.
Calsa is 100% asbestos free and manufactured during a continuous
drying process from a homogeneous mixture of cement, calcium, quartz,
selected mineral additives, fillers, and cellulose fibers. The boards are
then fully stabilized during a controlled autoclaving chemical reaction.
The final surface and dimensional properties are obtained by passing the
boards through an automated finishing line.
Calsa is the brand name for a complete product line, which includes
interior products and cladding products: Calsa Low Density Interior
(LDI), Calsa Medium Density Interior (MDI), Calsa Medium Density Wet
Application (MDWA) are mainly for interior applications; External cladding
includes Calsa High Density Exterior (HDE), Calsa High Density Exterior
Color (HDEC), and Calsa Medium Density Siding (MDS) Sidings.

Advantages
•
•
•
•
•
•

High impact resistant
Waterproof and moisture resistant
Fire resistant
Mold resistant
Rot resistant
Termite resistant

Product Range and Applications
Application

PBC Calsa

Notes

Internal

Calsa LDI

Ceilings and partitions with fire and humidity resistance requirements

Calsa MDI

Ceilings and partitions with impact and humidity resistance requirements.

Calsa MDWA

Backerboard for ceramic tiles with humidity resistance requirements.

Calsa HDEC

Decorative cladding, renovation, overcladding, thermal insulation in ventilated rain screen
cladding systems. Comes in a range of colors.

Calsa HDE

Exterior cladding in lightweight facades, overcladding, thermal insulation in ventilated rain
screen cladding systems. Allows painting.

Calsa MDS Siding

Exterior cladding of low buildings, renovation, overcladding and internal decoration timber-like
texture.

Calsa MDFL Flooring

Waterproof and moisture resistant tiles for flooring applications

External

Flooring
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Calsa System

Calsa LDI
Calsa MDI

Calsa LDI
Calsa MDI

Calsa HDE

Calsa HDEC

Calsa MDWA

Calsa MDS
Calsa MDFL

Calsa LDI
Calsa MDI
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Calsa LDI
Introduction
Calsa LDI is a light weight and versatile board developed to suit the most
demanding applications.
Calsa LDI is a humidity resistant board that withstands high temperatures
and high humidity. Unlike gypsum board or plywood, it will not be
affected after prolonged exposure to moisture. Calsa LDI is resistant to
termite and other insect attacks.
Calsa LDI, due to its unique properties and easy workability, is the ideal
board for a wide range of applications in the residential, commercial,
industrial, and institutional environment.
Calsa LDI has excellent fire resistance properties and is highly
recommended for passive fire protection walls and ceilings.

Dimensions
Item

Value

Thickness

6, 9, 12mm

Standard Size

2440x1220mm, 2400x1200mm

Edge Finishing

Square, Bevelled

Surface Finishing

Unfinished, Finished, Top-sanded

Note: Other sizes are also available and can be produced to special order.

Technical properties
Item

Value

Density (not less than)

0.8g/cm3

Bending strength: Lengthwise (not less than)

8.5 N/mm2

Bending strength: Widthwise (not less than)

5.5 N/mm2

Thermal conductivity

0.28 W/m*K

Frost resistance

Frost resistant

Fire resistance

Reaction to fire according to EN 13501-1
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Calsa LDI for Partition
Calsa LDI boards installed on metal stud or timber frames will form
a lightweight drywall system, easy to decorate and has exceptional
properties such as fireproof, sound & thermal insulation.
1. Thermal Insulation
2. Studs
3. Calsa LDI
4. Joint

Due to the high workability of the boards, Calsa LDI dry wall systems are
easy to install with standard carpentry tools and accessories.

Calsa LDI for Ceiling
Calsa LDI can be finished with concealed joints or used as ceiling tiles for
T-grid ceiling systems. Due to its intrinsic properties, Calsa LDI ceilings
are water and fireproof, highly stable and do not warp even in the most
demanding conditions.
Excellent sound and thermal insulation ratings can be obtained with a
layer of mineral wool installed on top of the brands.

1. Studs
2. Calsa LDI
3. Joint

Calsa LDI for Linings

Other Applications

Calsa LDI’s excellent dimensional stability and fire resistance makes it a
recommended lining material behind wood panels and metal cladding to
achieve fire resistance.

The versatility of Calsa LDI offers a wide range of other applications:
•
•
•

Passive fire protection constructions like curtain walls
Fireproof doors
Energy saving structures
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Calsa MDI
Introduction
Calsa MDI is a flexible, high strength fiber cement calcium silicate board
developed to satisfy the most demanding customer. Calsa MDI is fully
stabilized during an autoclaving curing process providing the board its
outstanding properties.
Due to its versality, Calsa MDI can be used throughout your building as
a lining material for wet and dry areas. Calsa MDI offers the designer
a wide range of design possibilities for ceiling, partitioning and soffit
applications.

Dimensions
Item

Value

Thickness

6, 7.5, 9, 12, 15, 20mm

Standard Size

2440x1220mm, 2400x1200mm

Edge Finishing

Square, Bevelled

Surface Finishing

Unfinished, Finished, Top-sanded

Note: Other sizes are also available and can be produced to special order.

Technical properties
Item

Value

Density (not less than)

1.2g/cm3

Bending strength: Lengthwise (not less than)

12 N/mm2

Bending strength: Widthwise (not less than)

9 N/mm2

Thermal conductivity

0.35 W/m*K

Frost resistance

Frost resistant

Fire resistance

Reaction to fire according to EN 13501-1
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Calsa MDI for Partition
Calsa MDI boards installed on metal stud or timber frames will form
a lightweight dry wall system. The boards are easy to finish and have
exceptional impact and waterproof properties.
For standard partitions, 7.5mm Calsa MDI beveled boards can be
installed, obtaining a smooth flush fully concealed joint.
For partitions subject to higher impact loads such as school, corridors,
industrial areas, 9mm thick or even 12mm thick Calsa MDI is
recommended.

1. Thermal Insulation
2. Studs
3. Calsa MDI
4. Joint

Calsa MDI for Ceiling
Calsa MDI ceilings are designed to withstand humid tropical conditions.

1. Studs
2. Calsa MDI
3. Joint

Other Applications
Calsa MDI’s unique properties allows a wide range of other applications:
•
•
•

Linings for soffits
Ventilation ducts and shaft enclosures
Energy saving structures
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Calsa
Ceiling
Calsa can be finished with concealed joints or used as ceiling tiles for
T-grid ceiling systems. Due to their simplicity and easy installation, Calsa
ceiling systems are highly popular in the construction industry.
Moreover, their aesthetic and technical characteristics can meet the most
demanding requirements. Calsa is easy to install and its flexibility allows
for curved ceiling applications.

Ceiling with concealed joins
Standard galvanized steel profiles can be used as supporting structure
for concealed ceiling. Calsa top sanded boards are easy to install and
don’t need a skim coating. Calsa is moisture resistant and will not sag,
even when it is used in very humid environments.
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Exposed Grid Ceiling
Calsa can be used as ceiling tiles in T-grid ceiling systems. Calsa is the
ideal solution for technical systems with acoustics and thermal insulation
requirements.
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Calsa
Partitions
Calsa installed on metal studs or timber frames will form an easily
decorated light-weight dry wall system with exceptional properties.
The panels are easily installed using the standard carpentry tools and
accessories.
Due to its intrinsic properties, Calsa drywalls are water resistant, have
passive fire protection properties and provide excellent acoustic solutions.
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Calsa is ideal for areas which are permanently damped or humid, such as
kitchens, washing rooms, or semi-exposed locations.
Calsa is a non-combustible material, thus it can be used for fire rated
partition systems.
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Calsa MDWA
Introduction
Calsa MDWA is a special designed wet area backer board with a waffled
embossed pattern to increase the adhension of ceramic tiles. Calsa
MDWA is the ideal solution for humid areas like bathrooms, laboratories,
kitchens, swimming pools, and washing rooms.
Calsa MDWA, should be installed on a suitable waterproof grid systems,
while the ceramic tiles can be fixed on the Calsa MDWA with ceramic
adhesives.

Dimensions
Item

Value

Thickness

7, 9mm

Standard Size

2440x1220mm, 2400x1200mm

Edge Finishing

Square

Surface Finishing

Unfinished

Note: Other sizes are also available and can be produced to special order.

Technical properties
Item

Value

Density (not less than)

1.2g/cm3

Bending strength: Lengthwise (not less than)

12 N/mm2

Bending strength: Widthwise (not less than)

9 N/mm2

Thermal conductivity

0.35 W/m*K

Fire resistance

Reaction to fire according to EN 13501-1
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Partition at Wet Area
Calsa MDWA is immune to long-term moisture exposure and therefore it
is ideal backer board for wet areas.
The structure of Calsa MDWA partition is different from a normal steel
profile partition. The space between across profiles is 407mm, while the
space between parallel profiles should be 1220mm or less.

Illustration of Calsa MDWA Partition

1. Studs
2. Calsa MDWA
3. Ceramic Glue
4. Ceramic or Stone
5. Floor
6. Waterproof Glue
7. Concrete for Waterproof
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Calsa MDWA
Partition
Wet areas in today constructions require materials having special
characteristics to withstand steam, moisture and direct water contact, and
at the same time to allow great design flexibility. Calsa MDWA satisfies
these requirements.

Wet Area
Wet areas are where Calsa MDWA is superbly suited as a tile substrate.
Wet area can be as small as the smallest room or large as a swimming
pool.

Dry Area
Calsa MDWA is the best option for areas where ceramic or stone tiles will
be applied and impact resistant matters. Typical high-impact applications
are public spaces, like hotels lounges, airport facilities and retail centres,
and any area expecting to face high levels of impact or heavy traffic.
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Calsa HDEC
Introduction
Calsa HDEC is a semi compressed autoclaved board fully pigmented in
the mass and chemical treated with a high tech water repellent. Calsa
HDEC is a ready-to-use fully finished external façade board that can
endure all seasons. Due to its “brushed” surface look and its mass
pigmentation, Calsa HDEC has a natural esthetic stone-like appearance.
Calsa HDEC can be used in a wide range of cladding application,
institutional, commercial, and residential buildings.
Its water repellent protection acts as a rain coat repelling water drops.
This prevents the board of getting soaked during a heavy rain shower
and greatly reduces the growth of mold.

Dimensions
Item

Value

Thickness

9, 12mm

Standard Size

2440x1220mm, 2400x1200mm

Edge Finishing

Square

Surface Finishing

Top-sanded

Note: Other sizes are also available and can be produced to special order.

Technical properties
Item

Value

Density (not less than)

1.45g/cm3

Bending strength: Lengthwise (not less than)

14 N/mm2

Bending strength: Widthwise (not less than)

10 N/mm2

Thermal conductivity

0.35 W/m*K

Frost resistance

Frost resistant

Fire resistance

Reaction to fire according to EN 13501-1

Standard Colors
The Jiamei Eterpan is available in four colors, red, dark gray, light gray,
brown. Other color requests should be submitted to Pacific Building for
evaluation.
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Illustration of Calsa HDEC Cladding

1. Calsa HDEC
2. Stud
3. Bracket
4. Structure
5. Thermal Insulation

Preventing Thermal Bridge

Dissipating heat from the
sun

Rain screen

Protecting the basic
structure and load bearing
wall against temperature
variations

Note: Good ventilation at the top and bottom of the cladding is required for the product to effectively dissipate heat from the sun and work as an
effective rain screen.
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Calsa HDEC
Calsa HDEC combiles color, texture and thoughness, thus allowing
modern architects to fully express their imagination and creativity.
Each façade is unique, and as such, each façade project is different with
its own challenges. However, our technical service team will assist you
with the implementation of your creation whenever you need.
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Calsa HDE
Introduction
Calsa HDE is the top sanded autoclaved fiber cement calcium silicate
board suited for external and internal cladding. Calsa HDE boards are
suitable for external cladding projects in any location over the world, even
in the most demanding markets and environmet conditions.
Calsa HDE’s durability and ease of maintenance has made it a standard
option for building companies for a wide variety of applications.

Dimensions
Item

Value

Thickness

9, 12mm

Standard Size

2440x1220mm

Edge Finishing

Square

Surface Finishing

Top-sanded

Note: Other sizes are also available and can be produced to special order.

Technical properties
Item

Value

Density (not less than)

1.35g/cm3

Bending strength: Lengthwise (not less than)

14 N/mm2

Bending strength: Widthwise (not less than)

10 N/mm2

Thermal conductivity

0.35 W/m*K

Frost resistance

Frost resistant

Fire resistance

Reaction to fire according to EN 13501-1

Calsa HDE Cladding and Façade
Calsa HDE can be fixed to the anti-rust steel profile frame, supports can
be connected with bolt or jointing. Calsa HDE Cladding system consists
of normal profile and accessories. Painting is acceptable for the board
surface.
The whole system is simple and easily constructional. For boards’ joint
treatment, Polyurethane filler, fully UV resistant can be used providing
that it will remain adhered to the boards on a permanent basis. Exterior
grade acrylic paint is recommended.
Calsa HDE system is preferable for cladding decoration of buildings.
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Illustration of Calsa HDE Cladding

1. Calsa HDE
2. Stud
3. Bracket
4. Structure
5. Thermal Insulation
6. Joint treatment
7. Painting (optional)

Preventing Thermal Bridge

Dissipating heat from the
sun

Rain screen

Protecting the basic
structure and load bearing
wall against temperature
variations

Note: Good ventilation at the top and bottom of the cladding is required for the product to effectively dissipate heat from the sun and work as an
effective rain screen.
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Calsa HDE
Calsa HDE is a top sanded autoclaved board, easy to install, with high
durability, and requires low maintenance.
Calsa HDE is suitable for a wide range of applications, including façade
projects over cladding or existing buildings.

Rainscreen Ventilated Cladding
When Calsa HDE System is applied as the façade of a rain-screen
ventilated system, it is necessary to have a ventilated air gap behind the
panels to prevent moisture being conducted to the construction behind.
Typically this gap should be a minimum 30mm wide.
The air gap should be finished at the bottom with a perfect screen to keep
out birds and vermin and should be covered at the top with a flashing.
Local codes have to be followed to determine specific requirements for
ventilation.
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Calsa HDEC and Calsa HDE ventilated cladding systems in combination
with thermal insulation provides the building with a high energy efficient
façade.
Calsa HDEC and Calsa HDE are popular in Northern Europe and North
America. They can also be quite useful in tropical countries where they
reduce the air conditioning electrical bill.
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Calsa MDS
Siding
Introduction
Calsa MDS Siding is a man-made alternative for timber. Calsa MDS
Siding is available in two different embossed relief patterns: Pine and
Cedar. Calsa MDS Siding is produced with the same proven mixture as
Calsa HDE.
Calsa MDS Siding provides the building with the same warm feeling of
wood, but without the major disadvantages related to wooden planks
such as high maintenance cost, short life-span and major fire risk. Due to
its unique mixture, Calsa MDS Siding is almost maintenance free, is free
resistance and offers a long durability.
Calsa MDS Siding’s applications are endless and are only limited by your
imagination.

Dimensions
Item

Value

Thickness

7.5, 9mm

Standard Size

3000x190mm

Edge Finishing

Square

Surface Finishing

Finished

Note: Other sizes are also available and can be produced to special order.

Technical properties
Item

Value

Density (not less than)

1.2g/cm3

Bending strength: Lengthwise (not less than)

12 N/mm2

Bending strength: Widthwise (not less than)

9 N/mm2

Thermal conductivity

0.35 W/m*K

Frost resistance

Frost resistant

Fire resistance

Reaction to fire according to EN 13501-1
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Calsa MDS Siding Application
Calsa MDS Siding can be applied as cladding for new buildings or can
be used as a curtain wall for a renovation project. Calsa MDS Siding
integrated as ventilated cladding system in combination with thermal
insulation, provides the building a high energy efficient façade.

Color and Texture

Cedar

The standard texture is Pine and Cedar. For other textures, please
contact us for information.

Illustration of Calsa MDS Siding

Pine

1. Calsa MDS Siding
2. Thermal Insulation
3. Steel Profile
4. Basic Structure
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Calsa MDS
Siding
Calsa MDS Siding provides the building the warmth and the pleasant
aesthetics of traditional timber weatherboard without the disadvantages
of wood. Calsa MDS Siding can be applied in the modern architecture as
well as in more traditional building styles.
In the building industry, the material enables the builder to achieve a
heritage-style look, adding to the curb appeal. In conservation areas
where plastic materials are out of the question, the convincing timberlike appearance of Calsa MDS Siding is designed to meet strict planning
requirements.
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Calsa MDFL
Flooring
Introduction
Calsa MDFL is a highly compressed, high density fibre cement reinforced
calcium silicate board. It is made of non-combustible raw materials
and has undergone an extremely high pressure pressing process,
thus making Calsa MDFL a dense building board and inborn with good
strength and good resistance to impact.
Its special performance of exemplary strength and durability prevents
water or moisture penetration, making an excellent options for flooring
applications. A wide range of decorative finishes can be used, from siteapplied acrylic textures, to available factory-applied polyurethane plain
colours and metallic finishes.
Calsa MDFL is environmental friendly, it is formulated without asbestos or
sepiolite or any inorganic fibres.

Dimensions
Item

Value

Thickness

6, 8, 9, 18, 20mm

Standard Size

1220x2440mm

Edge Finishing

Square

Surface Finishing

Unfinished, Finished

Note: Other sizes are also available and can be produced to special order.

Technical properties
Item

Value

Density (not less than)

1.35g/cm3

Thermal conductivity

0.30 W/m*K

Fire resistance

Reaction to fire according to EN 13501-1

Water impermeability

BS EN 12467. Filled with water after 7 days, no leakage or any water
drops
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PACIFIC BUILDING COMPANY
CHINA

MODULAR VILLAGES PTY LTD
AUSTRALIA

Hongjian Industrial Area, Longchi
Zhangzhou, Fujian, China
Phone: +86 596 676 8692
Email:
sales@pacificbuilding.co

5 Trade Road, Malaga WA
Australia 6090
Phone: +61 1300 443 155
Email
sales@modularvillages.com.au

www.pacificbuilding.co

www.modularvillages.com.au

www.pacificbuilding.co

